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Thanks to our Men's Club Yellow Candle Project & The Selmon Family for making this event possible.

GREATER NEW HAVEN KRISTALLNACHT COMMEMORATION 2020
All are invited to our area’s 14th Annual Community-Wide Kristallnacht Commemoration to be held on Sunday November 15th at 9am, virtually, via Zoom
video-conferencing.
This year’s Commemoration, sponsored by Congregation Or Shalom’s Men’s
Club Yellow Candle Fund, in partnership with the Jewish Federation of Greater New Haven, will honor the conscience and heroism of Mr. Odd Nansen of
Norway.
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As Adolf Hitler’s noose was tightening around the neck of German Jewry, Odd Hebrew School
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Nansen, a Norwegian architect, threw himself into the work of providing a
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safehaven for Jewish refugees and all who were fleeing Nazi persecution. To
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that end, he and his wife Kari formed a humanitarian organization in Oslo
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called “Nansen-hjelpen” (“Nansen-Relief”) along with a refugee Children’s
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Shelter. On April 9, 1940, Norway was overrun by Nazi Germany. Thus tragically, most of Nansen’s refugees, along with many of Norway’s Jews were
murdered by the Nazi regime. However, Nansen’s brave staff at his Children’s Shelter did manage to rescue
14 of their children by secretly transporting them to neighboring Sweden. These children survived the Holocaust and subsequently found new homes all over the world.
Continued on page 11
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Congregation Or Shalom’s
Guiding Principles:
To serve as a vibrant center for the practice and
teaching of Conservative Judaism; to create a
spiritual and social atmosphere in which
Congregants feel part of a larger Synagogue family.

MILESTONES IN OUR COMMUNITY
Barbara & George Lehrer joyfully announce the
birth of a grandson, Nolan James, born to their son
and daughter-in-law, Eric & Erika Lehrer
Marlene & Steve Moses joyfully announce the birth
of a grandson, Levi Cooper, to their daughter and
son-in-law, Amy & David Scher
Rosalyn Klein joyfully announces the birth of a
grandson, Lucien Steven, born to her son
Brian Klein & daughter-in-law Arielle Verinis
Dara & Royce Brosler joyfully announce the
marriage of their son, Jason to Sydney Platkin
Sherri & Steve Swinkin joyfully announce the
marriage of her daughter,
Aleisha Zawadski & Dan Pendergast

Lighting Shabbat Candles
A Peaceful Way to Usher in
the Sabbath
It is customary to light candles
Friday evening in the home for
Shabbat approximately 18
minutes prior to sunset. Here are
candle lighting times for
November - December 2020 in
Greater New Haven:

November 6
November 13
November 20
November 27
December 4
December 11
December 18
December 25

4:22pm
4:15pm
4:10pm
4:06pm
4:04pm
4:05pm
4:07pm
4:11pm

PLEASE SUPPORT ALL OUR MORNING
ZOOM MINYAN SERVICES
MONDAY, THURSDAY @ 8:30 AM
& SUNDAY MORNINGS @ 9:00 AM
Look for emails or call the office for the link

IN MEMORIAM
We express our profound condolences
to the families of:
Gordon Cohen beloved husband of Marjorie Cohen
Norman Kantrow beloved brother of Linda Zwerdling
Dr. Earl Slusky beloved husband of Carole Slusky &
beloved father of Bill & Randi Slusky

TODAH RABAH:

To: Bob Spaulding and Tova Clayman who numbered
prayer books and stuffed the High Holiday Bags.
To: Bob Spaulding, our Chief Technical person for the
High Holidays, who brought those in the Congregation
and Zoom together.
To: The High Holiday committee for helping plan a
another successful year.
To: The Town of Orange for letting us hold this year’s
first Shofar Celebration on the Fair Grounds.
To: Sisterhood for supplying treats for the kids on
Simchat Torah.

To: Jim, our custodian for keeping our building clean
and coming in extra over the High Holidays.
To: Marie, Welcome back and for checking in our
Congregants over the High Holidays and Saturdays.
To: Our High Holiday security team Mark and Ron for
keeping us safe.
To: Brad Selmon, John Kelman, Gary Michelson, Roger Hess, Harvey Remz, Seth Hollander, Mitch Goldblatt
and Evan London for building our Sukkah.
To: John Kelman, Harvey Remz, Gary Michelson and
Roger Hess for running the Men’s Club Octoberfest in
the Sukkah
Operation Isaiah
We cannot thank the congregation enough for their participation in Operation Isaiah this very difficult year From the
people who left food in the Tzedakah box, to the folks who
were waiting in the parking lot before 4:30 on Kol Nidre to all
the others who contributed food and sent in checks: Thank
you! Amazingly, given the restriction, we had a wonderful
year. Between the donated food and the financial donations, we collected the equivalent of 7,680 pounds of food.
With best wishes for a sweet and peaceful New Year.
Eve Volk, Project Isaiah, Coordinator
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From the Rabbi…

Dear Members,
A number of you asked that I reprint at
least part of my Yom Kippur sermon,
which I dedicated to the memory of Ruth
Bader Ginsburg. The excerpt below is from the sermon’s
conclusion. Todah Rabbah to Kevin Hall for the inspiring
graphic above!
…As you well know, throughout the past week commentators and dignitaries across the globe have been effusively quoting Justice Ruth Ginsburg, Zichronah Livrachah,
may her memory be a blessing.
Well… a few days ago… as I was watching her coffin
lying in state in the Supreme Court… A quote of hers
suddenly flashed across my TV screen… and when I saw
it, I thought… That quote, those words, truly epitomize
Justice Ginsburg’s spirit. They wonderfully capture the
essence of her life and her legacy. And then it occurred to
me that the quote eloquently expressed the very message I
hoped to convey this Yom Kippur morning.
Here are Justice Ginsburg’s words… excerpted from a
public discussion she participated in at Stanford University in 2017. In the discussion, Ginsburg was asked:
“Justice Ginsburg… would you kindly capsulize for us
what it means to lead a meaningful life?”
Justice Ginsburg answered: “Well… to put it simply, a
meaningful life means doing something outside yourself… If you’re going to be a lawyer and practice your
profession, well then, what you have is a “skill!” … But if
you want to be a true professional, then you’ll do something outside yourself, something to repair the tears (i.e.,
rips and wounds) in your community; something to make
life a little better for people less fortunate than you… A
meaningful life is one (that is lived) not just for oneself,
but for one’s community.”
When I saw Justice Ginsburg’s words, what came to mind
immediately were the words of a rabbinic sage spoken
over 2,000 years ago. His name was Rabbi Hillel – one of
the most famous rabbis who ever lived.
The Talmud informs us that:
“Hillel used to say: if I am not for myself who will be for
me? But if I am only for myself what am I?”
I thought …the words of both Justice Ginsburg and Rabbi
Hillel convey the same essential message. What is it?
It’s the counter-cultural message that the most important
things we do with our lives is not merely to acquire
“things.” The most important things we do are those we
do for others. For what we do for ourselves dies with us;
what we do for others lives on. It’s the counter-cultural
message that meaning – true meaning doesn’t come from
fulfilling our culture’s materialistic message; the message
that tells us to look for lasting satisfaction in our posses-

sions. Ultimate meaning, and therefore ultimate happiness, can’t come from materialistic gratification. For the
things that provide us with momentary gratification sooner or later will end up as “clutter” in our basements or
attics. True meaning, as Ginsburg and Hillel remind us,
comes from outside ourselves.
And it’s important to note that neither Hillel nor Justice
Ruth Ginsberg were saying that it’s bad to take care of
ourselves! Heaven forbid! Of course, we ought to take
care of ourselves … Of course we ought to have a skill
and a livelihood… But what Hillel and Ruth Ginsburg are
saying is: taking care of myself alone; taking care of only
me… is not equivalent to living a meaningful life… For
“If I am only for myself, what am I?” A meaningful life
must be found outside myself!

And as I pondered these two statements, Ginsburg’s and
Hillel’s thousands of years apart… I thought of an ancient
question… It was the question I posed at the outset of this
sermon…
The question was: why is the Dead Sea “dead?” Why is it
lifeless? And why does the Sea of Galilee, less than 100
miles away, literally teem with life? Why are these two
bodies of water so starkly and startlingly different? Well,
the age-old answer to that question, the traditional Jewish
response is this:
The Sea of Galilee receives its fresh water supply from
the melting snows to its north. And those waters, after
entering the Sea of Galilee, are then released by the Galilee. Indeed, the Galilee’s waters flow down the Jordan
River and fill the Dead Sea! That is to say, the Galilee
doesn’t hold on to its water… The Galilee releases its
waters! … … And why then is the Dead Sea lifeless?
Why are its waters undrinkable? Jewish tradition teaches
us the answer: The Dead Sea is dead because it only receives water, but doesn’t release it… The Dead Sea is
lifeless because it doesn’t know how to give; it only
knows how to get.
The topography of Israel, then, embodies this timeless
lesson: To experience a real and fulfilling life, we must
give, not only receive… To experience lasting happiness
we must live for something outside ourselves: “If I am
only for myself… what am I?”
May the year ahead be one of giving for us all…
(… and may it be free from clutter!)
Rabbi Alvin Wainhaus

Coffee & ….. Learn with
Rabbi Wainhaus
Starts December 2 @ 11:00 am
via Zoom (call the office for
details 203.799.2341)
11:00 am—noon
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From the President….
Congregational renewal is something I am
interested in; it is something we all need to
be interested in. Make no mistake — the
renewal of any institution is an exercise in
creating and sustaining successful organizing activities. It is an investment in community. It is critical work and it is hard work.
Perhaps the preeminent thesis of how to
transform a synagogue from surviving to thriving is espoused by
Dr. Ron Wolfson in his book Relational Judaism. He describes
relationships as the “most basic experience of community life”.
To transfigure the pattern of Jewish engagement, a key element is
through investing time in encounters, especially face-to-face as
individuals and as small organized groups. History shows a track
record of success.
One only has to look at political experiences in the US and Europe, for example, to find many excellent cases of community
progress being made due to the efforts of volunteers, small
groups of like-minded individuals that have had outsized effect
on centralized governmental or managerial policy. This is the
very essence of citizen or people power. At the root of things,
though, this kind of activity requires organization or reorganization, as the case may be. Research and experience shows us that
certain tools are generally effective across a large swath of organizational types, including houses of worship.
Michael Gecan, writing in a booklet titled Effective Organizing
for Congregational Renewal, describes four tools that are effective for congregational use. They are:
•

Individual Meetings – which are by far the most important,
effective, and least used organizational tool in congregational
life today.

•

Power (Relational) Analysis – both of the institution and the
broader community in which congregations find themselves.

•

Teaching and Training – which is used sometimes and somewhat in some congregations, but too narrowly and ineffectively.

•

Action and Evaluation – which is also used in congregations,
for example in liturgy training, but again too narrowly and
without a commitment to the development of congregational
leaders.

I want to focus on the first bullet for right now — individual
meetings. Mr. Gecan: “An individual meeting is a face-to-face,
one-on-one meeting, in someone’s home or apartment or workplace or local coffee shop, that takes about 30 minutes. The purpose of the meeting is not chitchat, whining, selling, gossip,
sports talk, data collection, or therapy. The aim of the meeting is
to initiate a public relationship with another person” with a particular goal in mind. This is basic, old-fashioned, goal-oriented
relationship building. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a Lutheran theologian,
described it this way: “The first service that one owes to others in
the fellowship consists in listening to them.... Those who cannot
listen long and patiently will always be talking past others, and
finally will no longer even notice it.... The death of the spiritual
life starts here.... Brotherly pastoral care is distinguished from
preaching...by the obligation of listening”. “If the death of the

spiritual life” starts in “talking past others” so frequently that
you “finally will no longer even notice it,” then the birth of
the spiritual life starts in the individual, one-on-one meeting
— in listening to the other person. However, as important as
it is, I’m not really writing about spiritual life today. The
point that I am trying to make is aimed at the role of meetings
(encounters) in the improvement of our communal life, in
their ability to stimulate the creation of relationships.
Who does this? One only has to look at Chabad. Initiate a
relationship with a Chabad rabbi and invariably you will be
invited to his home for Shabbos dinner. Rabbis across the
country, in every denomination, are finding that a one-to-one
chat with members at the local Starbucks is a powerful way to
engage. The list of face-to-face successes goes on. It is a primary method of engagement.
We can extrapolate from the individual or one-on-one meeting to the next step — small, focused group meetings. Bob
Leventhal and Aimee Close, both USCJ leadership development experts, suggest the following as a critical starting point:
a listening campaign — intentional discussions or conversations around three questions. They are:
1-When was a time when community was really there for you
or worked for you? When was a time when it
wasn’t?
2- If ten people would follow you, where would you
take them? What would you want to do together?
3- At what crossroads are you in your life right now?
At USCJ, a tool has been created called Community Conversations. A facilitator or discussion leader gathers people together in small groups to hear about what engages them in the
synagogue. When did they felt the synagogue was at its best?
Has there been a peak experience(s) that shaped their lives?
The conversation always starts with strengths. The answers to
these questions can be a dramatic shape-shifting experience
for the congregation. Bob and Aimee write: “We argue that a
“B” quality idea with an “A” level of commitment can succeed, but an elegant initiative designed by others without the
commitment of people to work on it may well go nowhere.”
Research has shown that only about twenty percent of most
any congregation is very involved, Or Shalom included. Bob
and Aimee again: “Contained in the other eighty percent of
the membership, there are members whom we would call
‘seekers’. These are people who, while not very active in the
synagogue, are at a transitional moment in their lives. They
are looking for what is next. It can be a transition from parenting to being empty-nesters or from working to being retired. It may be a health crisis or an economic crisis, the loss
of a loved one or a loss of faith. Asking these questions help
us discover who might be at a point in their lives where they
have the energy to step into conversation and community.
Face-to-face meetings (whether virtual or in-person) are the
truly charged acts of effective organizing. They are not a slogans or demonstrations; not an email blitzes nor power point
presentations. They are commitments to listening to others.
More to follow on this initiative, I’m sure.
B’shalom
Bob Spaulding
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Make a Donation Today
On behalf of the Annual Campaign Committee, first and
foremost, let me take this opportunity to wish you and your
family a Happy, Healthy and Sweet New Year.
At the same time, this letter is a direct appeal for your help on
making our Annual Campaign goal – and as you may have
seen in the e-News and Bulletins , we are still approximately
$8,500 from making our budget.
We are therefore making a special post-High Holidays appeal
to you to make a pledge this year. We are hoping it will inspire you to act now. Remember that we only need the pledge
now – the actual payment can be spread over time as needed.
So please, take just a few minutes out of your time and make
your pledge now. We have made it easy to do so. You can:
1) Contribute online by clicking on the link on our website
www.orshalomct.org, on the left side click donations. (Make
sure you fill in the Annual Campaign box).
2) Call the office at 203-799-2341
3) Send in a payment
We really appreciate your attention to this note, and hope that
we can have your support for this important initiative. No
contribution is too small. Every contribution is appreciated…
Sincerely,
Marc Franzman

Weather Policy
If the Synagogue needs to close for inclement weather, notification will be done via WTNH Channel 8 TV, NBC Connecticut Channel 6, and WFSB Channel 3 TV. Emails will be sent
to the entire Congregation if the building is closing. For school
closing information, the same forms of notification will be
used: e-mail, WTNH Channel 8 TV, NBC Connecticut, Channel 6 and WFSB Channel 3 TV. Notification will be made by
8:00 am on Sundays. If the Orange school system closes early
on Wednesday, Hebrew school will be cancelled. If Orange
does not cancel on a Wednesday due to timing of the storm
and we must, we will follow the same procedure as Sundays:
an e-mail will be sent to all parents. The closing will be posted on WTNH Channel 8 TV, NBC Connecticut Channel 6,
and WFSB Channel 3 TV Note: listing is under Congregation
Or Shalom not Or Shalom.

Susan & Robert Aaronson
Stanley Alpert
Kas Asher
Judith & Stephen Atlas
Katalin & Robert Baltimore
Laurie & Benny Becker
Linda & Jeff Berkley
Carole & Seth Berman
James Blume
Elaine & Gerald Braffman
Les Bufferd
Elaine Chapman
Janet Clayman
Marsha & Barry Cohen
Renee & Lewis Cohen
Debbie & Paul Davis
Miriam Edberg & Michael
Kaufman
Debbie Farber
Buddy Feldman
Robin & Bill Fox
Karla & Lee Franzman
Sherri & Marc Franzman
Sharon & Eric Gaynor
Josh Gold
Bonnie Goldberg
Judith & Arnold Goldberg
Abby & Mitch Goldblatt
Holly & Ian Green
Judi & Paul Greenspan
Lynn Greenspan
Lisa & Harry Greenwald
Eric Hendlin
Judith & Roger Hess
Sylvia Horowitz
Bonnie & Keith Indeck
Marcia & Marvin Jamron
Ileane Kaczynski
Burton Kaplan
Jane Kasper
Nancy & Martin Katz
Evelyn & Stephen Katz
Carol & William Kaufman
Judy & Martin Kinstler
Nadine & Art Klein
Elaine & Sid Klein
Nancy & Larry Kline
Bernice & Franklin Konowitz
Rachelle & Larry Lambert
Susan & Gordon Lann
Boots & Jules Landwirth
Rosanne Lazar
Irene & Bennett Lebov
Robert Lerman
Deeva Laubstein
Ronda & Evan London
Roberta & Arthur Litvinoff

Julie & Kenneth Mancher
Shari & Adam Mayerson
Shelia & Larry Merriam
Jan & Steve Miller
David Moll
Fran & Steve Morrow
Marlene & Steve Moses
Judi Moskowitz
Irma & Joel Nesson
Bob Oshrin
Rhea Paul
Deneen & Gary Pearl
Roberta Peck
Linda Philips & Chaim Litwin
Lorna & Paul Pincus
Pam Reis
Marla & Carl Russell
Linda & Michael Saffer
Arlene & Peter Schwartz
Lisa & Michael Schwartz
Janet Sender
Sherry & Larry Shanbrom
Carole & Larry Shapiro
Margie & Joe Shapiro
Elaine & Steven Shwartz
Edith Schpero
Lauren & Paul Seplowitz
Alan Siegel
Scott Silvers
Laura & Cliff Skolnick
Tova Clayman & Bob Spaulding
Carl Stanke
Rachel Steigleder
Carol Steiner & James O’Brien
Sherri & Steve Swinkin
Sharon Teller
Linda Towbin
Eve Volk
Jodi & Jeff Viezel
Leslie & Joel Wasserman
Ruth Friedman & Barry
Wasserman
Beverly & Manny Weinberg
Steve Weiner
Elaine & Richard Wisot
Regina Wolf
Linda Zwerdling

Thank you to those who have
already given/pledged to the
Annual Campaign (43% of our
membership has pledged)

Or Shalom Office Hours
Monday through Thursday
10:00 a.m.—4:00 p.m.
Friday10:00 a.m.—3:00 p.m.
Call us at 203-799-2341
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Annual Or Shalom
Hanukkah Latke Sale!
Bring some more light and cheer to
Hanukkah this year !
Order your Hanukkah Sameach bag!
Hand decorated tapered menorah
candles, sweets & treats, decoration
for your home and much more…
Lovingly put together by the Fundraising Committee. Limited bags available. Perfect to give or get for
$36.00.
Deadline for Hanukkah Sameach
bag is Wednesday November 18th.
Please call the office to order
203.799.2341. Pick up will be
Tuesday December 1st from 2:007:00 pm and Thursday December
3rd from 2:00-7:00 pm. Thank you
to Jimmy Shure of Shure Funeral
Home for being our co-sponsor for
this fundraiser.
FIRST NIGHT OF HANUKKAH
We’ll gather with the Rabbi to
light the first
candle of Hanukkah;
December 10th at
5:00 pm (outside)
Come & take a Hanukkah
treat to go.

Help the Synagogue’s Fundraising Effort Without
Spending Money or Volunteering

Do you shop at ShopRite, Stop & Shop or Big Y? Most of
us do even if it is for a few things. Do you buy gas at Stop
& Shop? Many of us do that, too. Then you can help Or
Shalom raise money with very little effort on your part. Just
buy gift cards from Or Shalom and use them to shop at
ShopRite, Stop & Shop or Big Y. The gift cards are the
same as cash and if you do not spend the entire value of the
card, you get it back and can reuse it. Or Shalom earns 5%
on every card that you buy from us. Gift Cards (Scrip) are
available through the office, 203.799.2341

AND NO MESS, NO FUSS
Frozen, easy to serve
Latkes for All your
Holiday Celebrations
24 latkes per box
$10 a box
(applesauce not included)
$9 two or more boxes
All order are due by
November 18th
Please call the office to order 203.799.2341. Pick up
will be Tuesday December 1st from 2:00-7:00 pm and
Thursday December 3rd from 2:00-7:00 pm

HEBREW SCHOOL
Due to Covid, Hebrew School looks a little different this year. We are not physically meeting with B’nai Jacob. Congregation Or Shalom is having in-person
classes with just our COS students. The
children have been great about following
the rules and the teachers and staff are
outstanding in keeping their learning environment safe.
For the High Holidays we had several Religious experiences outside for the students. Starting with the Shofar Celebration for Rosh Hashanahn and then the Rabbi telling the
story of Jonah in the back yard on Yom Kippur. Rabbi met
each student one by one in the Sukkah to say a prayer and
shake the Luluv & Etrog for Sukkot and finally the students
danced around with Rabbi and the Torah for Simchat Torah
and received treats.
Hanukkah will be celebrated this year on Wednesday,
December 16th. Families are invited @ 4:45 pm (outside)
as we light the Menorah with the students and they will get
a Hanukkah treat to bring home. If you cannot join with
your student, please come as a family on the First Night of
Hanukkah December 10th at 5:00 pm.
We have sent out calendars thru December. We will reevaluate the Covid situation with B’nai Jacob regarding the
second half of the year in early December. Look for more
details.
If you need to reach the school during school hours, please
call 203.833.9162. The office is closed and no one is here
to answer the office phone.
Please read our Weather Policy on page 5 for school
closings.
As a reminder, please send your kids with all of their books
Wednesdays and Sundays.
Rachel Steigleder– Synagogue Administrator
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CONTRIBUTIONS
GENERAL FUND
In appreciation
Marilyn & Phil Sommers; Sidney Gimple & family; Howard & Beryl Novitch
To: Roberta Litvinoff in memory of your beloved husband
Buddy Litvinoff
From: Manny, Lori & Jeff Strumpf; Lois Winnick;
Norma & Charles Fleischman
To: Robert Fiedler & family in memory of your beloved
father Howard Fiedler
From: Michael Isko
To: Shirley Fiedler in memory of your beloved husband
Howard Fiedler
From: Jim Blume & Jane Kasper; Beverly & Moris
Tcath
In Appreciation for all the hard work that went into
making the High Holiday Services so special. Thank you
From: Marcia & Marvin Jamron
To: Iny & Joel Karp in memory of your beloved daughter
Bonnie Schwartz
From: Peter & Saralee Black
To: Linda Zwerdling in memory of your beloved brother
Norman Kantrow
From: Judi Moskowitz; Marty & Judy Kinstler
To: Carole Slusky in memory of your beloved husband
Earl Slusky
Judy & Bailey Dermer
RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Appreciation:
Les Bufferd & Marilyn Kleiman; Irene Leben, Jody & Jeff
Dietch; Debbie Farber; Royce & Dara Brosler; Hal
Grossgold; Scott Silvers; Shirley Fiedler
To: Rochelle Schneider in memory of your beloved
husband Michael Schneider
From: Bob Spaulding & Tova Clayman; Linda
Towbin
In memory of my beloved in-laws Esther & Morris
Horowitz
From: Sylvia Horowitz
To: Shirley Fiedler in memory of your beloved husband
Howard Fiedler
From: Brenda & Robert Brenner; Marsha & Barry
Cohen; Linda Towbin; Stacia Barry; Tova Clayman &
Bob Spaulding; Gail Chotiner & Bill Lipman
To: Roberta Litvinoff in memory of your beloved husband
Buddy Litvinoff
From: Leslie & Joel Wasserman; Stacia Barry; Tova
Clayman & Bob Spaulding; Dale Hurwitz
In memory of Rochelle & Michael Schneider
From: Stacia Barry
To: Marge Cohen in memory of your beloved husband
Gordon Cohen
In memory of Rochelle Schneider
From: Tova Clayman & Bob Spaulding
In appreciation for a wonderful High Holiday Service
From: Jules & Boots Landwirth

To: Linda Zwerdling Happy birthday. Wishing you a
great year
To: Rabbi Wainhaus Happy birthday, we sure do
appreciate you.
From: Brenda & Robert Brenner
To: Iny & Joel Karp in memory of your beloved daughter
Bonnie Schwartz
From: Leslie & Joel Wasserman
ADULT EDUCATION FUND
To: Shirley Fiedler in memory of your beloved husband
Howard Fiedler
From: Paula Samuel
YOUTH FUND
To: Shirley Fiedler & family in memory of beloved
husband & father Howard Fiedler
From: Jane & Gary Rubin
SOCIAL ACTION
To: Rochelle Schneider in memory of your beloved
husband Michael Schneider
From: Nancy & Larry Kline
To: Roberta Litvinoff in memory of your beloved
husband Buddy Litvinoff
From: Evan & Ronda London; Elaine & Sid Klein
To: Shirley Fiedler in memory of beloved husband
Howard Fiedler
From: Judith & Roger Hess
In honor of the birth of my new grandson Lucien Steven
Klein
From: Roz Klein
HERB WIENER BREAKFAST FUND:
(MORNING MINYAN)
To: Barbara & George Lehrer “Mazel Tov” on the birth of
your new grandson Nolan James Lehrer
To: Dara & Royce Brosler “Mazel Tov” on the marriage
of your son Jason to Sydney Platkin
To: Bill & Randi Slusky “Mazel Tov” on the engagement
of your son Max to Rebekah Burrows
From: Mitch & Abby Goldblatt
To: Howard Fiedler “Refuah Shlema” get well soon
To: Rochelle Schneider in memory of your beloved
husband Michael Schneider
From: Elaine & Sid Klein
To: Shirley Fiedler in memory of your beloved husband
Howard Fiedler
From: Judi Moskowitz; Mitch & Abby Goldblatt; Lois
Winnick; Leslie & Joel Wasserman; Jules & Boots
Landwirth; Roberta Peck; Paul & Lorna Pincus; Evan &
Ronda London; Robin & Michael Ben-Eli; Elaine & Sid
Klein; Nancy & Larry Kline; The Nathanson, Spencer &
Smith families; Martin & Judy Kinstler; Dara & Royce
Brosler; Jeanne Linden; Judy Sprotzer; Miriam Edberg &
Michael Kaufman; Eric & Lynda Scheer
To: Lucas Pincus-Coyle congratulations on being named
captain of the Jonathan Law football team in your junior
year. We are so proud of you.
From: Paul & Lorna Pincus
In memory of my beloved father Michael Landwirth
From: Jules & Boots Landwirth
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To: Roz Klein “Mazel Tov” on the birth of your
grandson Lucien Steven Klein
In memory of beloved grandmother Lillian Goldblatt
In memory of my beloved grandfather Sol Weich
From: Mitch & Abby Goldblatt
To: Linda Zwerdling in memory of your beloved
brother Norman Kantrow
To: Bill & Randi Slusky in memory of your beloved
father Earl Slusky
LIBRARY FUND
To: Carole Slusky in memory of your beloved husband
Earl Slusky
From: Doreen Testa
FLOWER FUND
To: Peter Weinstein in memory of your beloved sister
Ellen Casper
To: Sharon Stone in memory of beloved husband Elliot
Stone
From: Doreen Testa
PRAYERBOOK FUND
To: Marge Cohen in memory of your beloved husband
Gordon Cohen (2 Prayerbooks)
From: Sidney Gimple & family
In memory of my beloved parents Evelyn & Clifford
Silvers (5 Prayerbooks)
From: Scott Silvers
HIGH HOLIDAY CEMETERY DONATIONS
Stephen & Maryanne Blume; Elaine & Richard Wisot;
Steven Zamkov
FLOWERS FOR THE HIGH HOLIDAYS
Leslie Bufferd & Marilyn Kleiman; Tova Clayman &
Bob Spaulding; Marsha & Barry Cohen; Miriam Edberg
& Michael Kaufman; Buddy Feldman; Kim Formica;
Judi & Arnold Goldberg; Jane Kasper & Jim Blume;
Bill & Carol Kaufman; Sherry & Larry Shanbrom;
Phyliss & Steven Shapiro; Marjorie & Joe Shapiro;
Toby & Mike Zabinski
YAHRZEIT FUND IN MEMORY OF:
Leonard Gold beloved father of Josh Gold
Herman Bernard beloved father of Norma Barash
Max Small beloved father of Bruce & Rhoda Small
Nathan Kisner beloved father-in-law of Annette Kisner
Bernard Horowitz beloved husband of Sylvia Horowitz
Larry Cooper beloved husband & father of Hope,
Aaron, Lydia, & Molly Cooper
Jean & Jacques Bloch beloved parents of Elaine
Shwartz
Ann Shorr beloved mother of Roberta Peck
Aaron Aronow beloved father, father-in-law, grandfather of Judith & Bryan Lampner & family
Rose & John Freedman beloved parents of Annette
Kisner
Dorothy Bader beloved mother of Wendy Searle
Anne Flaks beloved mother of Michael Flaks
Rae Kaufman beloved grandmother of Marilyn
Sommers
Joseph Kantrow beloved father of Linda Zwerdling
Paula Yudkin Albert beloved sister of Myron Yudkin

Helen Landwirth beloved mother of Jules & Boots
Landwirth
Ephraim Kovel beloved father of Karen Adams
Leslie Berk beloved father of Karla Franzman
Frances Berne beloved mother & mother-in-law of Margie
& Joe Shapiro
Estelle Sabow beloved sister of Marilyn Biagioni
Samuel Becker beloved father of Minna Kaufman
Daniel Barash beloved son of Norma Barash
Herman Saresky beloved father-in-law of Steven Zamkov
Helen Yudkin Lear beloved grandmother of Robert Yudkin
Jennie Strumpf beloved mother of Manny Strumpf
Gladys & Aaron Raskin beloved parents of Irene Leben
Avraham Edery beloved father of Jacob & Deborah Edery
Eva & Julius Bogen beloved parents of Sharon Teller
Pearl Teller beloved mother-in-law of Sharon Teller
Pearl Charger beloved mother-in-law of Jane Kasper
Bernard Strumpf beloved father of Manny Strumpf
Louis Batist beloved father-in-law of Manny Strumpf
Sollie Kaufman beloved father of Lewis Kaufman
Samuel Becker beloved father of Benny Becker
Phyllis Paul beloved mother of Rhea Paul
Arthur Rappaport beloved father of Elaine Klein & family
Rhoda Benjamin beloved wife of Donald Benjamin
Samuel & Rose (Goldsmith) Benjamin beloved parents of
Donald Benjamin
Hilly Wisot beloved father of Richard & Elaine Wisot
Harry Sender beloved father of Renee Cohen
Gertrude Goldberg beloved mother of Arline & Larry
Goldberg
Nathan Halpern beloved grandfather of Joel Young
Belle Savitt beloved mother of Herb Savitt
Michael Zamkov beloved father of Steven Zamkov
Edward Kasper beloved husband & father of Jane Kasper &
family
Marty Zwerdling beloved husband of Linda Zwerdling
Milton Zwerdling beloved father-in-law of Linda Zwerdling
Miriam Slater beloved sister of Larry Lambert
Gerald Livers beloved son of Renee Livers
Andrew Pincus beloved uncle of Howard Novitch
Anna Pincus Novitch beloved mother of Howard Novitch
Edward Kasper beloved friend of Marty Ruff
David Ruff beloved father of Marty Ruff
Ronnie Ferguson beloved son-in-law of Deeva Laubstein
Rebecca (Bessie) Snitkin beloved mother of Sylvia Frumer
David Kreiger beloved husband of Sylvia Frumer
Milton Kushner beloved father of Linda UngerleiderSayewitz
Dorothy Davis beloved mother of Gus Davis
Hyman Leben beloved father-in-law of Irene Leben
Kenneth Ceppos beloved father of Rhona Ceppos
Robert Kisner beloved husband of Annette Kisner
Leon Kisner beloved father-in-law of Annette Kisner
Shabbat Zoom Services: Please join us
Friday @ 7:30 pm
Saturday @ 9:30 am
Check your email for links or call the office
203.799.2341
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BRICK LIST

REGULAR BRICKS $5 SILVER $7
GOLD $10 CHAI $18

Email Nancy Katz at
nkatz411@gmail.com or call
203.376.9583
REGULAR BRICKS:
To: Norma Barash we are deeply saddened to hear about
Paul’s passing. May his memory be a blessing.
From: Fern and Roger Tausig
To: Bertram Minushkin in honor of your 90 th birthday
To: Roberta Litvinoff & family, in memory of your
beloved husband, Buddy
From: Marilyn Biagioni
To: Roberta Litvinoff & family in memory of your beloved
husband Buddy
From: Eileen and Stan Torow
To: Roberta Litvinoff & family in memory of your beloved
husband Buddy
To: Norma Barash & family in memory of your beloved
husband Paul
To: Shirley Fiedler & family, in memory of your beloved
husband Howard
From: Karla and Lee Franzman
To: Shirley Fiedler & family in memory of your beloved
husband Howard
To: Roberta Litvinoff & family in memory of your beloved
husband Buddy
From: Robin and Bill Fox
To: Shirley Fiedler & family in memory of your beloved
husband Howard
To: Roberta Litvinoff & family in memory of your beloved
husband Buddy
From: Judi and Paul Greenspan
To: Roberta Litvinoff & family in memory of your beloved
husband Buddy
From: Maxine Schwartz
To: Ruth Friedman & Barry Wasserman Mazel Tov on
Mordechai Ram’s Hebrew naming
From: Nancy and Martin Katz
SILVER BRICK:
To: Ann Nishball in memory of your beloved husband
Arthur
From: Janet Sender
To: Rochelle Schneider in memory of your beloved
husband Michael
From: Nancy & Martin Katz
To: Freddi Gallack & family in memory of your beloved
mother Sandra Marx
From: Sharon Teller
To: Shirley Fiedler & family in memory of your beloved
husband Howard
To: Roberta Litvinoff & family in memory of your beloved
husband Buddy
To: Marlene & Stephen Moses on the birth of their new
grandson Levi Cooper
From: Bev & Mike Propen
GOLD BRICK:
To: Lorna Pincus & family in memory of your beloved
brother Allen Roatberg May happy memories comfort you
& your family.
From: Fern & Roger Tausig

To Roberta Litvinoff in memory of your beloved husband
Buddy
From: Sylvia Frumer

KRISTALLNACHT(CONTINUED FROM COVER)
Meanwhile, Odd Nansen went underground and joined
the Norwegian anti-Nazi resistance. Consequently, he
was arrested by the Gestapo in 1942 and deported to the
Nazi concentration camp at Sachsenhausen, Germany.
In Sachsenhausen, Nansen courageously maintained a
secret diary on tissue-paper pages which included vivid
drawings of the horrific details of camp life in real time.
(Nansen was a talented sketch-artist.) This diary and its
drawings, published after the war, provide an important
first-hand account of the atrocities perpetrated at Sachsenhausen. After the war, Nansen published his diary in
Norway, where it was and still is widely known. (The
diary was re-published and annotated under the title,
“From Day to Day” in 2016 by guest speaker Timothy
Boyce.)
At Sachsenhausen, Odd Nansen risked his life to save a
ten-year-old Jewish boy named Tommy who had miraculously survived the infamous death march from Auschwitz. Today, Tommy is Professor Thomas Buergenthal,
a former judge on the International Court of Justice at
the Hague, and Professor Emeritus at George Washington University Law School in Washington, DC. Years
later, Professor Buergenthal would write, “Odd Nansen
not only saved my life; he also enriched it with his philosophy of life.”
The event will begin at 9am with the lighting of a yellow “Holocaust” candle and brief remarks about the
significance of Kristallnacht. Mr. Timothy Boyce Esq.
will eloquently recount Nansen’s life-saving work, and
Senator Richard Blumenthal will present Odd Nansen
with a posthumous U.S. Senate Commendation. The
Nansen family in Oslo will “virtually” receive the Commendation. This event will be emceed by Rabbi Alvin
Wainhaus, spiritual leader of Congregation Or-Shalom,
and Judy Alperin, CEO of the Jewish Federation of
Greater New Haven.

Please contact jewishnewhaven.org/RSVP
to register. Pre-registration is required
ZOOM ILR CLASS, NOVEMBER 25th
WEDNESDAY 11am , with Rabbi Alvin Wainhaus
WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY ABOUT THE EVIL
EYE? Do you wear an amulet to protect yourself or your
loved ones from the evil eye? Did you place a red ribbon in your baby’s crib? Did you refrain from holding a
baby shower lest it attract the evil eye? Do you believe
in the power of the evil eye? What does the Bible say
about this? Call the office for details! 203.799.2341
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Sukkot; First day services Zoomed from the
Sukkah and the Rabbi saying the prayers with
families, shaking the Luluv & Etrog

Above: The Men’s Club met on October 4 for an afternoon
BBQ . Masked and Socially distanced! Hot dogs and
seeing friends. Next year in the Sukkah!!!

From left to right: 3rd graders Elizabeth Scates, Lilly
Ann Hessberger & Carya Ewen proudly showed off
their very first prayer book. Each received a new siddur last week along with a tiny bottle of honey from
Israel, symbolizing our wish that their Hebrew learning
sweeten their lives.
Below: Simchat Torah celebration in the parking lot.
Families danced and children received treats from Sisterhood.

Second Night of Rosh Hashanah. Rabbi Marisa James and
Rabbi Wainhaus getting ready to Zoom Services.
12

The Social Action Committee Mitzvah of the
Month collections help those less fortunate in our
community. We will continue with Mitzvah of the
Month through the year at the synagogue and nonperishable food donations will continue to be collected at Wendy Novick’s home, 358 Karen
Drive, Orange, through the year. Wendy Novick
will continue to collect tee shirts for masks that
she is donating to the Downtown Evening Soup
Kitchen.
This year, Operation Isaiah collected 370 pounds
of food for the Jewish Food Pantry and $3200 in
donations which will be distributed to D.E.S.K.,
Spooner House, JCARR and the Orange Food
Pantry. The November Mitzvah of the Month is
non-perishable food for the Jewish Family Services Food Pantry and the Orange Food Pantry. In
December we will be collecting blankets and tarps
for the homeless in our community.
We also support the Downtown Evening Soup
Kitchen (D.E.S.K.). Due to COVID 19,
meals are not served inside. DESK needs
help however. They need help delivering
groceries, packing groceries, and distributing meals. They also need financial donations.
Please look at the weekly Synagogue E News or
go to the DESK New Haven web site
www.deskct.org, or contact Charlie at volunteer@deskct.org or call 203.624.6426, ext. 6170
to volunteer.

please let us know. THANK YOU! Life is especially
difficult now, when parents’ work has been diminished
or eliminated due to COVID-19. Aminah, Mom in
Family 2 has a newborn baby. It has been six years
since she has had a newborn and the family meanwhile
immigrated here, so she needs items for the baby.
To support her, we have organized two baby
registries: one at Buy Buy Baby and one at Target. The
registries contain all the clothing, blankets, etc. that a
newborn needs. Some gift card suggestions are included in the registries. If you choose a gift card, please
indicate that you want it emailed. Please email the gift
cards to Issa at: issamod999@gmail.com. The registry
links are:
Target: www.target.com/gift-registry/
Buy Buy Baby: https://www.buybuybaby.com/store/
page/BabyRegistry
Enter her name: Aminah Amsaleh to find her registries. Purchases will be delivered to my home for safekeeping until the birth.
For more information contact Jean Silk,
JCARR Coordinator, jsilk@jewishnewhaven.org. You
can donate online at: jewishnewhaven.org/refugeeresettlement/give or send checks payable to The Jewish
Federation, with JCARR in the memo line, to Jean
Silk, 125 McKinley Avenue, New Haven, CT 06515.
Your thoughtfulness is greatly appreciated.
If you are interested in joining this multi-faceted
committee, please contact Committee Co-Chair Nancy
Kline at nancykline@gmail.com

The Chesed Project is a network of
volunteers who bring to life the meaning of Chesed — kindness — by
providing assistance to Synagogue
members facing difficulties related to health, loss
and grief. Coordinated activities may include
friendly phone calls, picking up groceries and
helping Congregants with computer problems. If
we can be of help please contact project coordinator Viviane Bloch at bubby@gmail.com or call
the office.
JCARR. We are participating in the Jewish Community Alliance for Refugee Resettlement Refugees seeking employment. Several adults in
JCARR’s families are starting to look for new
jobs. Ruth is looking for part-time work in a grocery store or deli or cleaning. She will consider
any opportunities. If you have ideas or leads,
13
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Gourmet Kosher catering for all occasions
70 Bradley Rd, Woodbridge, CT 06525 (203) 389-2300

Amazon
Shopping

SMILE
Commission

Shop Amazon.com using the link below and Or Shalom
will receive a commission! It is easy---no cards, no
codes, no signing up. Just follow the link and shop!
Click on this link to get started:
http://smile.amazon.com/ch/06-0874061

Use Auto-Purchase for
Monthly Grocery Gift Cards!
Many Congregants have asked for it and now it is available.
We know you want to support Or Shalom’s Gift Card program
but don’t always remember. So we are making it even easier.
Use the form on the website to submit and sign up for
monthly auto-purchase. On the first of each month, we will
charge your credit card for the amount you specify and mail
the gift cards (Stop & Shop, ShopRite or Big Y) to you. All you
need to do is email us confirmation that you received the
cards! It is that easy!
If you have any questions, contact Rachel
or Ileane in the office for more
information.

ZOOM ZUMBA GOLD

Or Shalom of Orange announces the continuation of
ZUMBA Gold on Tuesday night from 7-8 p.m. Routines are simple and easy to follow for EVERYONE at
any age or level. Fun and upbeat music create a party
atmosphere. You will burn hundreds of calories and
meet new friends. First
class FREE. Contact
Robin 203.314.8176
Zumba Gold is perfect for active older adults who are
looking to dance and have a good workout. While increasing balance, range of motion and coordination.
Contact DANIELLE PETTIT
daniellepettit75@yahoo.com 203-509-3683 (cell)

MASK-MAKER, MASK-MAKER MAKE
ME A MASK!
…JUST ONE OR TWO,
THAT’S ALL WE ASK!

A number of our neighbors are simply unable to obtain
proper masks. Please consider doing a Mitzvah,
and donating or making some masks! Kindly call the
synagogue (203. 833-9162) when your masks are
ready, and we’ll tell you where to drop then off in
Orange. Todah Rabbah! The Social Action Committee
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Come visit us
Location:

ShopRite,
Garafalo Markets
935 Boston Post Road
Milford, CT 06460

Order a Leaf on The Tree of Life celebrating
Milestones, Simchas or someone special.
Leaf type:
Bronze $136
Silver $254
Gold $372
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Scott Pearl, D.M.D.
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